
TOP 10 BUSIEST AIRPORTS IN THE WORLD

Airports have become crucial in today's global economy. They
facilitate seamless travel and trade and have evolved into
multifaceted entities, catering to a wide range of services beyond
mere transit hubs. These gateways to the world are crucial
economic engines in their own right.

An increase in flights per day indicates higher revenue opportunities for the airport. It attracts more
airlines, passengers, and businesses, increasing airport service and facility demand. Furthermore, a
higher frequency of flights indicates improved connectivity and accessibility, which can attract more
airlines and stimulate passenger traffic. Tourism Review presents the ten busiest airports
worldwide.

10/ Delhi Airport (DEL) - 558 Flights Per Day
Delhi Airport, also known as Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGIA), is an essential transportation
hub in India. It is a significant connection point for both domestic and international flights,
facilitating travel to and from Delhi. The airport comprises multiple terminals and offers a range of
facilities, catering to the diverse demands of passengers worldwide.

The airport is undergoing a massive expansion to become the world's largest. According to
Jyotiraditya Scindia, India's Minister of Civil Aviation, this development will propel IGIA to become
one of the largest airports globally, surpassing Atlanta Airport in passenger capacity.

9/ Istanbul Airport (IST) - 577 Flights Per Day
Istanbul Airport is a bustling transportation hub strategically located at the strategic crossroads of
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. As a result, it caters to a diverse range of travelers. The airport
boasts state-of-the-art facilities and efficient operations, enabling it to handle many passengers.
This, in turn, generates revenue from various sources, including airline fees and concessions. The
airport's popularity as a tourist destination, coupled with Istanbul's growing stature as a cultural and
economic center, has increased air traffic and commercial opportunities.

Recently, the airport experienced a 12% surge in daily traffic as football fans departed after
attending the 2023 Champions League Final held in Istanbul. According to Eurocontrol, Istanbul
Airport recorded 1,684 flights on a single Sunday, surpassing Frankfurt Airport's previous record of
1,624 flights set in 2019.

8/ John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) - 581 Flights
per Day
Located near New York City, JFK Airport benefits from the high demand of travelers to and from one
of the world's most prominent metropolitan areas. It is a central transportation hub, offering various
domestic and international flight options. The airport's extensive network of airlines, along with its
modern infrastructure and facilities, attracts a large volume of passengers.



7/ Tokyo International Airport (HND) - 613 Flights per Day
Tokyo International Airport, also known as Haneda Airport, is one of the busiest airports in the
world. It serves as a central hub for both domestic and international flights. Due to the high
passenger traffic and airlines operating there, the airport has experienced significant growth in
recent years. The airport offers robust connectivity to major cities worldwide.

6/ Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) - 659 Flights per
Day
LAX is a huge airport that is well-known for its size and significance. It is one of the most profitable
airports globally and has many facilities. LAX serves as a critical link for both domestic and
international travel. It has a diverse network of airlines and connections, which are vital in
promoting tourism, business, and commercial activities in the region.

LAX's dedication to providing millions of passengers with a seamless and enjoyable travel experience
is evident in its modern infrastructure and ongoing development projects, such as the Terminal 4/5
modernization project.

5/ Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT) - 673
Flights per Day
Charlotte Douglas International Airport is a central transportation hub that connects domestic and
international travel, serving as a significant gateway to the Southeast region of the United States.
The airport supports regional tourism, trade, and economic activities by providing global
connectivity through its extensive network of airlines and destinations. As one of the busiest airports
in the world, CLT provides a vital link between different parts of the country and the rest of the
world.

4/ Denver International Airport (DIA) - 776 Flights per Day
Denver International Airport has an impressive connectivity range and is one of the busiest airports
in the world. It provides nonstop flights to more than 215 destinations, more than any other airport
in the United States. This vast network comprises over 28 international cities, establishing DIA as a
critical gateway for travelers and making it one of the busiest airports in the US.

3/ Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) - 826 Flights
per Day
According to recent reports, O'Hare Airport in Chicago is gradually recovering after the pandemic as
more people resume their travel plans. The airport is now operating at approximately 75% of its pre-
pandemic levels. It's worth mentioning that Terminal 5 at O'Hare is experiencing an unprecedented
surge in passenger traffic, leading to the addition of new airlines to meet the increasing demand.
Soon the airport is expected to be recognized as the world's most connected airport, which signifies
its vital role in facilitating global travel and serving as a crucial regional transportation hub.



2/ Dallas Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) -848
Flights per Day
Located in the bustling Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, the airport has the advantage of a growing
population that consistently generates high passenger demand. Its status as a hub for several major
airlines further boosts its profitability, ensuring a steady stream of travelers. DFW's dedication to
operational excellence, cutting-edge facilities, and exceptional customer service cements its
reputation and reinforces its success.

1/ Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) -
910 Flights per Day
The busiest airport worldwide is a significant economic engine in the US, providing over 63,000 jobs
on-site, making it the largest employer in the state. With five runways, seven concourses, and
efficient connectivity, the airport is well-known for its excellent operational efficiency.

In addition, Hartsfield-Jackson attracts significant investments from third-party investors,
demonstrating its impact beyond airlines. Its impressive success and contributions have helped
Georgia become the third-fastest-growing state in terms of GDP in the southeastern region.
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